


Welcome to Issue #9 of the House of 
TARG monthly zine - we have a killer 
calendar of events planned for December, 
it’s going to be a busy month and we 
couldn’t be more stoked!! Your wizards are 
working hard preparing for holiday festivities -  rolling 
up mountains of perogies, tweaking the sound 
system, cleaning and repairing arcade cabinets/

pinball tables and dreaming up new elixirs – we are excited to welcome you 
on your next visit and will always strive to make your TARG experience a 
memorable one. Big thanks to everyone in the community for your unwavering 
support and dedication to what we do – our music scene in Ottawa has always 
been a strong one and is constantly changing/evolving and growing, boasting a 
rock solid backbone of bands, promoters and live music fans with new recruits 
signing up every day and lending their considerable talent and dreams to the 
mix – your participation is crucial and appreciated, let’s get into it!!

 – Yogi

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD



help combat the fl oodgate of 
sour cream C: You are mildly 
interested in someone’s 
thoughts on a death metal 
record. Now if you are C, 
(I would not appreciate 
you being B) this record 
having being fairly recently 
repressed, would probably 
be an awesome gift for a 
fellow metalhead/ yourself.

Now for those who are 
unaware, Death is/was (I say 
that because they now tour 
as Death to all as a tribute 
to Chuck Schuldiner, the 
band’s frontman before he 
died of brain cancer in 2001) 
a Florida death metal band, 
who are widely regarded as 
one, if not the main pioneer 
behind the death metal 
genre. Knowing this, you 
can probably guess whether 
or not I’m going to like this 
album, but you might as well 
keep reading cause, hey 
man, why not?

Let me start by saying 
that Chuck Schuldiner is 
undeniably one the best 
death metal singers of 
all time (and my personal 
favorite). As Death started 
their craft before bands 

like Cannibal Corpse had 
popularized the “death burp” 
style of vocals. Because of 
this I can easily understand 
Chuck’s lyrics, which 
considering the sheer brilliant 
quality of his lyrics (I mean, 
if there were such thing as 
death metal poetry slams, 
Chuck would probably have 
attended them). Also, while 
many death metal bands 
sing about gore and zombies 
to be more “br00tal” (keep in 
mind I am in no way hating 
on these bands, Death’s fi rst 
album was horror based), 
Chuck shuns that here, and 
sings ( well growls) about 
issues that justify his anger 
in these songs.

Now how are the actual 
songs? For the most part 
they blend melody and 
aggression very well. For 
example, Within the Mind has 
an absolutely crushing main 
riff, but at the same time has 
solos that would make the 
toughest grindcore fans shed 
a single liquid metal tear at 
their sheer beauty. All of the 
songs manage to mix this 
very well, all having catchy, 
neck breaking riffs, which 
very easily transition into 

melodies which would bring 
the most kvlt black metallers 
to wash off their corpse 
paint.

As Death reached the end 
of their discography, they 
got so progressive and 
melodic to the point where 
it was hardly even death 
metal anymore (although 
the way they did it didn’t 
make that fact a bad one, 
but that’s a topic to discuss 
in another review), so if you 
want to get a Death album 
that mixes both of the bands 
loves (melody and brutality, 
oh sorry, I meant br00tality) 
than this would be a good 
choice. Going back to my 
original point, this could be 
a great gift for your special 
metalhead, whoever he/she 
may be. Well loyal Targians, 
that’s the review, and let me 
take this opportunity to wish 
you all a heavy metalmas, 
and a headbanging new 
year! Now if you can come 
up with a cheesier way to 
end a holiday themed article 
than that, I’ll eat my battle 
jacket.

Well Targians, it’s the holiday season. Ah yes, that 
wondrous time of year in which immortal men in red and 
white clothes bring presents to all the good, law abiding 
children, and coal to the rest, because, well f*ck ‘em I 
guess, I don’t know. But suppose you no longer wish to 
abide by the system of arbitrary rules laid out by a senile 
man in the north pole who uses slave labour to achieve 
his yearly goal of keeping children in line, then the task 
of providing presents for those around you has fallen to 
your capable pocket book. Since you are reading this, 
I can assume one of a few things about you. A: You 
were bored and this zine happened to be nearby. B: 
You had run out of napkins and needed something to 

THANKFULLY, DAVEY MOVED 
WITH HIS WIFE CALEIGH & HIS 
PUNK BAND BRAT ATTACK FROM 
NEWFOUNDLAND TO OTTAWA 
SO THAT HE COULD BECOME 
THE HEAD BRUNCH WIZARD 
AT TARG. HE WILL TAKE YOUR 
BREAKFAST ORDER AND YELL 
YOUR NAME INTO THE MIC 
WHEN IT IS READY BUT MOST 
IMPORTANTLY, HIS INFECTIOUS 
SMILE WILL HELP GET YOUR 
DAY STARTED WITH A 
POSITIVE VIBE.

FAVE CLASSIC ARCADE GAME
Streetfi ghter 2

FAVE BANDS
Left Over Crack, The Bonaduces, I Spy, 
Masked Intruder, Propaghandi

FAVE 2014 SHOW AT TARG
Bill Cosby Anarchist Society Of 
America... I bled from that show.

BOB & DOUG OR TERRY & 
DEANER OR RICKY & JULIAN? 
None ... Rusty & Jerome!!!

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR EGGS?
Replaced with a vegan option.

WIZARD 
OF THE MONTH

DAVEY

Our fi rst IFPA Competitive Pinball 
Tournament took place Nov 30 & 
had 22 participants from Ottawa, 
Montreal & even Toronto. 
The Cinderella story was TARG Portal 
Wizard (bouncer) Gord beating 
Jack T. (currently ranked 7th in Canada) 
to make it to the fi nals…Amazing!

HIGHLIGHTS
• Adam K. from Montreal was crowned 

the champ
• Longest match was 87 min. & 45 

secs on Spiderman
• One close call match was won by just 

13,000 points on Addams Family.
• Raised $150 for The Ottawa Food 

Bank

HEY, OUR NEXT 
MEETING IS SAT 

DEC 13TH BRUNCH 
AT TARG!

Thanks to The Mayfair Theatre, Beau’s All 
Natural, Labatt, PBR & TARG for the prizes.

Facebook: Ottawa Punk Pinball League
Instagram: @ottawapunkpinball

Twitter: @punkpinball



HERE ARE SOME RAD TOYS FROM MY COLLECTION 
REPRESENTING THE HOTTEST XMAS GIFTS FOR 
EACH DECADE. WHICH ONES DID YOU HAVE?

DON’T  FORGET  ABOUT  THE  TARG  RUSTIC   BRUNCH
EVERY  SAT  &  SUN  11 AM  -   3PM



HERE’S A CHRISTMAS STORY OF GREED, DECEIT, 
PUNISHMENT AND REPENTANCE...  I HOPE YOU LIKE IT.  
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM SLO’ TOM!

hen I was a kid I was an only child. When I asked my folks why 
they just smiled (I guess they fi gured they had their hands full 
with me!). I used to think up all kinds of tricks and ploys (how to 
get more candy and get more toys) and I’ll never forget the one I 
pulled Christmas ‘73...
 

I started thinking about Santa Clause and his list and I fi gured there must be some 
kids he missed, so I came up with this plan to quadruple my ‘haul’. I’d get a whole 
bunch of stocking (with different names!) and hang them by the fi replace and on 
Christmas morning - I’d get it ALL!
 
So I got a half-dozen pairs of my Dad’s wool socks, some plastic letters form my 
old toy box, I sat down and started glueing on different names. When I was done 
I saw I’d made a mistake (there were no girl’s names so it looked kind of fake) so 
I made a couple more - one for “Anne” and one for “Jane”. I fi gured if I could get 
away with this, I’d be the envy of all the neighbourhood kids, I’d be the richest 
boy in all of grade 3. That whole night long I couldn’t sleep a wink (I just lay in bed 
think, think, think!) I couldn’t wait for the morning to run downstairs and see...
 
Merry Christmas to ME! As far as the eye could see there were stockings hanging 
all around the tree. Yes, I was an only child, but there were ones for “Dick” and 
“Lloyd” and “Kyle”, and on Christmas morning it was all coming to ME!
 
I ran down the stairs and sure enough - there were my sockings and they were 
stuffed. I grabbed the closest one and I turned it upside down. Can you imagine 
my surprise when out of the socks poured nothing but a bunch of old black rocks?  
No toys, no candy, not a walnut to be found!
 
And that’s how Santa Clause cured my greed (back in Christmas ‘73), I hope you 
never forget this sad, sad tale of woe. And the next time you think of being naughty 
or nice, just remember Slo’ Tom gave you some good advice  ‘cause I’m the kid 
that ended up with thirteen socks full of nothing but... COAL!!!

SEE   SLO’  TOM  PERFORM  THIS   SONG  AT   TARG  FRI  DEC  19

Looking forward to mall mayhem? Didn’t think so. Here are a few gift 
ideas available for purchase at THE HOUSE OF TARG.    

DINNER FOR 2 GIFT 
TARGTIFICATES.
Grab a couple of these $16 
vouchers and spare yourself a 
headache. Extra bonus points if you 
can convince the recipient to take 
YOU on a perogi date.

TARG T-SHIRTS
A perfect gift for folks on your list 
that you really want to guilt trip. 
These DJ KJ MAXX designed T’s 
sellout fast and are kinda rare so 
you can leverage the “remember 
the amazing gift I gave you” action 
for months & months after xmas.

MEOW! THAT’S HOT SAUCES 
Hot sauce is a no brainer gift that 
is alway appreciated. Our pals at 
MEOW! THAT’S HOT make the stuff 
right here in our kitchen & now you 
can buy these stocking stuffers at 
TARG. They also have a unique 
spicy sucker that will make you look 
like a gift giving guru.

BEAU’S ALL NATURAL:
LUG TREAD
Ok, you have taken care of everyone 
on your list so now it is time to 
reward yourself for being so clever. 
Well done friend, enjoy your pint & 
play some pinball, you deserve it... 
sort of.

STAY OUT OF THE MALL. DO YOUR 
XMAS SHOPPING AT THE ARCADE.



THURS DEC 4th – House of TARG/
Steam Whistle present – JACOB 
EARL (tape release party) w/
sg JESSE DANGEROUSLY and 
ORIENTEERS – a great evening of 
DIY local music featuring veteran 
musicians and friends – dreamy 
pedal steel soundscapes can meet 
clever hip hop and electronica on 
one bill  – true story!!

FRI DEC. 5th – House of TARG/
Spectrasonic present – SOLIDS 
(mtl) w/sg HASHED OUT(mtl) 
and THE DARK PLAINS – highly 
anticipated night of punk/hardcore/
mathrock/post punk featuring the 
return of SOLIDS and a fi rst TARG 
performance by HASHED OUT (ex 
members of BITCHIN CAMAROS)

SAT DEC. 6th – House of TARG/
Black Widow Promotions present 
– VARGA w/sg SIGNS OF CHAOS, 
A DARKER DAY and OUTRAGE 
AD – killer lineup of thrash 
and metal featuring Hamilton 
thrashmasters VARGA, this one’s 
gonna be loud and fast, super 
stoked!! Recommended by Felix the 
millennial.

THURS DEC 11th – House of 
TARG presents – Centretown 
Recording Alliance XMAS bash – a 
yearly tradition for this group of 
highly dedicated Ottawa musicians 
who gather for a night of mixed 
performances after challenging 
each other to create and record 
songs. Super fun!!!

FRI DEC 12th – House of TARG/
Beau’s All Natural present – 
BRENDAN FLYNN AND THE 
TERRIBLE LIARS w/sg URANIUM 
COMEBACK  –  2 great bands, one 
of which only plays about every two 
years, worlds collide!!

SAT DEC 13th –  House of TARG/
ABC present - FLYING FORTRESS 
(album release) w/sg CROSS DOG 
and BLACK TOWER – this is an 
amazing bill for any fan of loud 
metal, passion and mystery. Last 
time CROSS DOG played TARG 
was absolutely amazing – can’t 
wait!!!

THURS DEC 18th – House of 
TARG/CKCU fm present - KING’S 
QUEST w/sg THOSE GULLS 
and SAINT CLAIRE – indie rock 
scientists unite with soul wizards 
for a night of local music, melody, 
rhythm and maybe a horn or two!!

FRI DEC 19th – House of TARG/
Necro Amusements present – 
SEASONS BEATINGS feat REMI 
ROYALE, SLO’ TOM AND THE 
HANDSOME DEVILS, BAD UNCLE 
and LUCKY RON. No earplugs 
required here, just a sense of 
humour and adventure – come 
experience the legendary two 
night show that has been going 
strong for over 15 years!! Curated 
by your BEARDED WIZARD and 
endorsed by your ELIXIR WIZARD.

SAT DEC 20th – House of TARG/
Necro Amusements present – 
SEASONS BEATINGS (night 2) 
feat – MANPOWER, MOTHER’S 
CHILDREN, BLACKBREAD, 
METAL PATROL and THE 
UNKNOWN WRESTLER – the loud 
instalment of this 2 part series 
– new bands, old bands, metal 
bands, thrash bands, pop bands, 
brain bands, wizard bands and 
some sweet stand up action too!!

TUE DEC 23rd – House of Targ 
presents – The ANTIQUE SKATE 
SHOP CHRISTMAS PARTY w/ 
XXXMAS – come and celebrate 
the festive season with a show 
like no other, members of NEW 
SWEARS, TROPICAL DRIPPS, 
THE YIPS and GLORIOUS 
MOONROCKETS take to the 
stage to entertain you with their 
renditions of holiday classics, 
don’t miss this one!!

SAT DEC 27th – House of Targ/
Spectrasonic present – IAN 
BLURTON’S HAPPY ENDINGS 
w/sg HURON – a night of heavy/
psychedelic rock led by PUBLIC 
ANIMAL/C’MON frontman Ian 
Blurton – guitar wizardry at it’s 
fi nest!!

MON DEC 29th – House of TARG/
Ottawa Explosion present – THE 
WHITE WIRES!!! Whaaat? Yes 
you read it right – one night only 
homecoming show – if you haven’t 
heard of WW then it’s high time you 
did – featuring members of GARY 
VOICEMAIL, PEACH KELLI POP 
and BOYHOOD.

TUE DEC 30th – House of TARG/
FWYS present – XMAS/NEW 
YEARS bash with the RUBRICS 
(South Carolina) – Ska NANA brings 
in some sweet bands, she may not 
be the best lookin’ grandma around 
but she certainly knows how to 
party….

WED DEC 31st – House of TARG 
presents – TARG VEGAS/END OF 
THE WORLD/Y2K NEW YEARS 
FREEPLAY BASH – mystery, 
prizes, games, video dance party, 
remember Halloween? Surprise 
surprise – we’re takin’ it up a notch!!

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING 
PLACE AT HOUSE OF TARG THIS DECEMBER



If you have been a TARG regular since its doors opened in April, you have probably 
noticed a lot of games coming and going. This isn’t because some games break, 
earn poorly, or anything to that affect. It is however, a result of the excitement and 
dedication of our operators at PINHEAD AMUSEMENTS and OTTAWA PINBALL 
that things change all the time. It’s a very diffi cult process to select the titles we 
have to pull out in order to bring in fresh and interesting games. There is a whole 
world of games out there, and it is our duty to rescue them from barns, basements 
and warehouses to be rebuilt and enjoyed in their natural habitat. We’re basically 
an even nerdier version of PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Arcades) With 
that said, have we ever got an epic list of new games in store for December!

NEW GAMES AT TARG

EXIDY COLLEX’N (EXIDY, 1983-1989)

EXIDY was a very innovative and creative company back in the 
day, but the company was plagued by controversy over some of 
the titles they released. Games like “Death Race” (1976) would 
be a constant target for network news’ “war on video games” 
led by CBS’s 60 minutes & the National Safety Councils study on 
the psychological effects of video games referring to it simply as 
“GROSS”.  Regardless of corporate Americas constant pressure, 
EXIDY continued to be bad-ass, and by all accounts, are the thrash 
metal gods of the programming world. Even though it became 
public knowledge that the working title for Death Race during 
production was “Pedestrian”, they insisted that the objective was 
to run down gremlins as opposed to humans. In 1986, 10 years 
after the Death Race fi asco, EXIDY released the most depraved, 

violent, and almost pointlessly disturbing light gun game called “Chiller”. In Chiller, you are 
presented with a variety of screens depicting men and women bound in various medieval 
torture devices. The objective is to either shoot objects to engage the torture devices, or 
simply shoot every inch of the victim into a bloody mess. The less time it takes to kill the 
victim, the more points you are awarded. Now, on paper this seems horrifying, but in 1986 
the 8-bit graphics rendering wasn’t exactly realistic. Despite the crude display, the game was 
viewed as obscene by almost everybody, and arcade operators refused to purchase it. 

I’M VERY PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE CHILLER AVAILABLE FOR PLAY 
AT HOUSE OF TARG!!!! I’ve acquired a very very rare board hack version of EXIDY’s Cross-
bow that has a bunch of  light gun games available for play. This includes Crossbow, Chey-
enne, Combat, Clay Pigeon, Chiller, Who Dunnit among others. We may be the only public 
location in the world to have this collection, so we’re super stoked to have it. For the parents 
out there who enjoy coming out for brunch with the kiddies, the horrible game mentioned 
above (CHILLER) will only be available after 9pm when our format changes to age of majority 
only. House of TARG: Pinball. Perogies…….. Social Responsibility

NEW PINBALL: “HURRICANE” (WILLIAMS, 1991)

Hurricane is the last installment of designer Barry Oursler’s theme 
park trilogy. The original game “Comet” (1985) was the fi rst solid state 
game to feature a million point shot and became one of the top selling 
system 9 games Williams produced, with a staggering 8,100 units 
produced. With the success of Comet, Barry set out to improve on 
the original design and was green lighted to produce “Cyclone” (1988) 
utilizing the technological advancements in Williams System 11B con-
troller. It featured many playfi eld toys and software enhancements 
from the original game, yet still only featured single ball play. The 
game was a huge success regardless, earning praise from 
players and operators from all over the world and a produc-
tion run of 9,400 units. It seemed inevitable that a 3rd game 
was to follow.   

In 1991 the introduction of the Dot Matrix Display (DMD) 
and new CPU system (WPC) powering the the now classic 
Terminator 2 machine, launched pinball into what I believe is 
its greatest era. This was the perfect platform for the fi nal in-
stallment of the theme park trilogy. Hurricane released in late 
’91 with a ton of new toys (including 2 working ferris wheels) and an amaz-
ing ramp that circles the entire playfi eld. What makes this installment in the series my 
favorite is the fact that there is fi nally a 3 ball multiball included. This is defi nitely a 
game to check out!

NINTENDOVS. SYSTEM AKA RED TENT (1984)
Super Mario Bros & The Goonies (heyyyy youuuu guyyyyyyys!!!!)

30 years ago, Nintendo released the dual system, also 
referred to as the Vs. system or unisystem. The Red 
Tent is a dual screen cocktail table type game where 
each side of the table would play a separate game, or 
in some cases, a single game that provides each play-
er with their own screen (i.e. Vs. Wrecking Crew). This 
concept utilized the home game cartridge 
functionality in the arcade setting. The idea of hav-
ing a static cabinet with the ability to easily swap out 
game roms was genius. The system has many classic 
NES titles that are supported, but are hard to fi nd. Our 

fi rst set of games will be Super Mario Bros.  (the NES version, not the POW arcade 
version) for 2 players on one side of the table. Often called “Mario 1” by the console 
generation, this version is slightly different than the NES version everyone knows. 

THE GOONIES will be featured on the other side. The Goonies never made it to NES 
but was released as Goonies II on the console and wasn’t half as good as this ver-
sion. I’m really excited by this system and will likely become obsessed with tracking 
down the other game boards. (Wizard Tip: If you can pull off a convincing truffl e shuf-
fl e in front of the Bearded Wizard, you may get free credits on the Goonies)

OTTAWA PINBLOG
By Josh MacKay of www.ottawapinball.com



Darin Tomlin, 
proprietor of Ottawa’s 
venerable Vertigo 
Records, is the “D” 
in Uncle D Records, 
a punk/metal label 
he started in 2013 
with sole purpose 

of releasing recordings from bands he 
thinks are cool & to extend an opportunity 
to pals who might not otherwise have an 
opportunity to get their music on beautiful 
vinyl. To date, Uncle D has released a  7” 
for FLYING FORTRESS (Pembroke) called 
’44 & the ZEX (Ottawa) LP “Fight For 
Yourself”.  2015 is shaping up to be a busy 
year for Uncle D with plans to put out the 
legendary GOAT HORN album “Voyage to 
Nowhere” (fi rst time on vinyl). But the big 
story is that “Dirty Rain” a full length LP by 
the incredible FLYING FORTRESS, will be 
coming our way this month. Join us SAT 
DEC. 13 at TARG for the release party. It’s 
gonna rip! 

According to Tomlin the main challenges 
with the project are cost, distribution & 
ridiculously long pressing turnaround times.  
In his own words “due to the increased 
popularity of vinyl, major labels are 
clogging up the pressing plants and getting 
priority. The Beatles reissues last year set 
everyone else back 3 months! The biggest 
bitch of it all is the cost of shipping but I 
don’t care if I make Zero dollars”.
Truly Wicked!

#4 POLICE FUNERAL SPLIT 7” W/ INDICTABLE 
MISCHEIF ‘END POLICE IMPUNITY’
Ottawa’s most underated punk band. This is their fi rst 
recording, a split 7” with Peterborough’s Indictable Mischeif. 
Both bands belt out ripping anarcho hardcore punk tunes with 
both passion and aggression. For fans of Nausea, Detestation, 
and Witch Hunt.

#3 DEAD WEIGHTS ‘DEAD ENDS & CLOSED 
DOORS’ LP
The fi rst full length. This album has 12 punk anthems that en-
amour the Bay Area’s Lookout-era with the sounds of mid-west 
punk rock.  Raspy vocals and honest lyrics over catchy chord 
structure’s and melodic riffs.  Released by Pavone. Recorded 
by Topon. For fans of Jawbreaker, Leatherface and Dillinger 4.

#2 MOTHER’S CHILDREN ‘LEMON’ LP
Ottawa’s sweethearts just released their new LP ‘Lemon’. 
Packed with 12 ultra catchy, high energy, heavy hitting power-
pop jams sure to be stuck in your head for days. This is DJ 
KJMaxx’s band. Released by Taken By Surprise. Recorded 
by wizard Yogi. For fans of The Boys, The Easybeats and The 
Modernettes.

#1 ASILE ‘LES ENFANTS BATARDS D’UN PAYS 
MAUDIT’ LP
This is kitchen wizard Pats band, and their sophomore album 
recorded by wizard Yogi. This album has 10 crushing hardcore 
punk jams and is my favourite release of 2014. Released by 
Rust & Machine. Recorded by wizard Yogi. For fans of Anti-
Cimex, Riistetyt, and DOA.

#5 TROPICAL DRIPPS ‘COOL DUDE’ 12” 
Ottawa’s trashy surf punk trio. Bruised Tongue released this 5 
song 12” record on lathe cut and it was limited to 22. Sadly, I nev-
er grabbed one. The Dripps throw trashy garage rock, 80s hard-
core punk, 70s power-pop and the best of classic surf in a blender, 
making a unique sound of their own. For fans of The Lively Ones, 
Agent Orange and The Sonics. 

SKA JEFF’S 
HONOURABLE 
MENTIONS FOR BEST 
OTTAWA RECORD 
RELEASES OF 2014

ALASKAN 
‘Despair, Erosion, Loss’

BARROW WIGHT 
‘Power From The East’ 7”

THE CREEPS 
‘Eulogies’

FRESH HELL 
‘We Never Sleep’

JONATHAN BECKER & 
THE NORTHFIELDS 
‘Self-Titled’

NEW SWEARS 
‘Junkfood Forever, Bedtime Whatever’

SLUMLORD 
‘Reverse Gentrifi cation’

SIDELINES 
‘Self-Titled’

SILENT ORDER
DEMO 2014

THE STEAMERS 
‘Steammates’

THE STEVE ADAMYK BAND 
‘Dial Tone’

THE YIPS 
‘Air Loom’

ZEX 
‘Fight For Yourself’

UNCLE D RECORDS - NO 
REST FOR THE WICKED

2014 WAS AMAZING FOR OTTAWA UNDERGROUND MUSIC 
RELEASES. HERE ARE MY TOP PICKS FOR THE YEAR. IT 
WASN’T EASY TO NARROW DOWN CAUSE THERE ARE 
SO MANY GREAT BANDS KEEPING IT CRUCIAL IN THE 613 
THESE DAYS. CHECK ‘EM OUT!



woke up thirsty, my mouth was parched and as I struggled 
to get my bearings. I had the uneasy sensation that 
something wasn’t right. I’ve always loved the Christmas 
season and had been looking forward to this all month. In 
a couple hours I would fi nally be with my family and friends, it had 

been a long trip and I felt like I had lost all track of time. Space has a weird way 
of lulling you into a false sense of security and the past couple days had been a 
fl urry of activity – I had fi nally made contact but had not expected such a high level 
of adaptability from this new race of beings – their foreheads were huge and they 
didn’t react well when I attempted communication, as their foreheads grew they 
became agitated - I was able to escape but was pretty sure that they had been 
trailing my ship for the past 3 days…

The autopilot reminded me that it was time for a refi ll but I knew that there was 
next to nothing left – I had expended all my energy keeping my haul at the correct 
temperature and needed backup. It was foolhardy of me to go on this mission 
alone but I couldn’t risk endangering anyone else – there was only one chance at 
this and I knew I’d better get it right. I fl ipped the master switch and released the 
bees – they had been dormant for 3 weeks and I hoped that they knew the way 
home, I had traded my navigation system for a beautifully carved pocketknife three 
planets back - maybe not the best idea but it seemed to make sense at the time. I 
locked onto the lead bee and set my cruising speed to match – time started to 
waver and I began to lose consciousness – my mind extended into full pancake 
mode and just before everything went black I wished for home.

Sometimes I dream of places that I know I have never visited with vegetables the 
size of skyscrapers and I can almost taste the atmosphere - I am always grateful to 
know that wishes can come true.

As the unoffi cial Chinese 
delegate to the House of TARG, 
I feel compelled to share some 
ancestral wisdom with you to 
improve the general state of 
pinball welfare. 

Two beloved Sinospheric traditions have 
much to teach the aspiring pinball pro. 
Confucianism encourages rigorous, 
methodical discipline, telling us to keep 
practicing those drop catches and cradle 
separations until they become second 
nature. I like Confucianism and fi nd it 
a helpful life philosophy. But a detailed 
analysis of the physics of drop catches, 
while surely compelling reading, would 
blow up my little zine page. So I’ll just tell 
you about the Taoist approach to pinball 
instead.

Tao is a funny philosophy that maddeningly 
avoids defi nition. “The Tao is the Tao,” and 
that’s the best way to put it. Sounds trite, 
but the number one thing that will help the 
game of any new pinball player is to follow 
the words of sages through the ages, from 
Ford Prefect to French Montana: “Don’t 
Panic.” So many new players panic. They 

By Andrew M.

By The Wizard Boss

AN INTERGALACTIC 
CHRISTMAS MIRACLE

PINBALL SOLUTIONS

DOCTOR WHO 
The good doctors are 1 & 6.

WALKING DEAD
Spend your Prison Multiball bash-
ing away at the big Well Zombie.

TERMINATOR 2
Shoot for just the big metal skull, 
unless you have a whole bunch of 
left-orbit rewards lit.

SPIDER-MAN
Always go for the poor man’s skill 
shot on ball 3, because of Double 
Bonus!

HOT TIPS

see the ball fl ying around the playfi eld and when it approaches the fl ippers, they 
panic-fl ip and send it fl ying around again in the vain hope the ball will follow the 
path of their vaguely formed will. It never hits anything and eventually it drains. 
Now, not only do they have bad scores, they’re stressed out and also have bad 
scores!

For your sanity and for your scores, avoid panic-fl ipping in favor of a wu-wei 
approach of action through inaction. Next time you fi re up a game, try this ex-
periment: when you see the ball dropping toward your fl ipper, bury your neurotic 
instinct to panic-fl ip and try to do something fancier with it. Try to catch the ball. 
Try to let it bounce off so you can catch it softer with the other fl ipper. Trap the 
ball with a fl ipper and line up a shot to the place you want it. You can do whatever 
you like – just don’t panic.



Remi Royale was here on opening day 
April 17 2014.

What a year for live music at House Of TARG. There have been nearly 150 shows 
since we opened in April. Thanks for all the support eh!

Some wizards with MAD DOG, the 
infamous ANVIL roadie. He was here 
with MOTORHEADACHE twice.

MUCK AND THE MIRES - came all the 
way from Boston to entertain us.

WHITE LUNG played back in June. The 
Arcade Helper Monkey still talks about it.

CRESS - a UK anarchist punk band 
squatted our stage & it was great.

IAN BLURTON’S PUBLIC ANIMAL gave 
us major riffage & good times
back in sweaty June. 

ED played... pinball here. DIRTY DONNY YIKES!!!!!!

Who could forget QUINTRON & MISS 
PUSSYCAT? Best Puppet show ever.

BA JOHNSTON fi nally got permission 
from Mother to visit the arcade in Oct. 
TARG Thanks your Mother.

THE ALMIGHTY TRIGGER HAPPY 
taught us a bunch of new swear words!

Ottawa Explosion brought us NEIL 
HAMBURGER. Simply The Best.

RICH AUCOIN brought the house down 
in Oct. This photo was taken after we 
gave him shit for standing on a pinball 
machine. He promised to never do it 
again.

The most depressing nite of the year for 
guitar players was defi nitely when THE 
GUGGENHEIMER QUINTET played. 

SOME OF OUR FAVOURITE 
PERFORMERS & PALS FROM 2014



THE CENTERTOWN RECORDING 
ALLIANCE is a loose association 
of musicians and friends who 
either live in Centertown, have 
lived in Centertown, or just 
wished they did. The “Alliance” is 
the umbrella under which we do 
recording challenges based on 
changing themes. In addition to 
“themes” individual challenges 
can differ in the number of songs 
to be submitted.  The most 
elaborate challenge was probably 
the inaugural one which was to 
produce an entire E.P. including 
artwork. In other challenges the 
output can be something as small 
as a cover of a single CanCon song 
(usually associated with Canada 
Day). Check out 
www.centretownrecords.com for 
more info.

ABOUT THE CRA






